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Kiss Kiss, Bang Bang

The Saddle Club

Ashley & JaQuavis
2012, c2010, URBAN ASHLEY
When a set-up goes wrong and Six finds herself sleeping
with the enemy, who [sic] will she choose: the man she loves or
the man she’s supposed to hate?

Nicole, Anya 		
c2012, URBAN NICOLE
In The Saddle Club, a private social club that offers high–class sex
to powerful women, head madam Lavender finds her business in
danger when Keon, her top earner, falls for one of his regulars.

Darling Nikki

Between Friends

Adams, E.V.			
2012, URBAN ADAMS
Having left the husband she still loves to marry a millionaire real
estate tycoon, Nikki has an affair with her ex that is complicated
by her son’s girlfriend’s pregnancy, the revelation that her ex
molested their son and her husband’s discovery of the affair.

Jaylin’s World: Dare to Live in It
Hampton, Brenda		
2012, URBAN HAMPTON
Having realized that her toddler lacks any resemblance to her
husband and facing the end of her marriage, Scorpio decides
to confront her now married ex-lover Jaylin with the hope of
reconciling in light of his likely paternity of her son.

Crackhead II: a novel

Sparks, D.L.			
2012, URBAN SPARKS
Following one of the biggest busts in Atlanta’s history, DEA Agent
Orlando ‘Trip’ Spencer is called back to his hometown to help
manage the fallout. The investigation becomes complicated when
drug kingpins start turning up dead.

Redbone
Styles, Toy			
c2012, URBAN STYLES
When her new roommate Farah Cotton becomes obsessed with her
and her personal life, Lesa Carmine tries to sever ties immediately,
but Farah has other ideas, forcing Lesa to investigate Farah’s past,
which leads to a shocking discovery that could end her life.

Lennox, Lisa			
2012, URBAN LENNOX
Adjusting to life as a Boston University student at the side of
Dink, Laci struggles with her past addiction and involvement
with a violent girl drug gang, while an aspiring drug king works
to take over New York and outmaneuver a detective who would
solve the deaths of Dame, Marco and Crystal.

Millionaire Mistress, 3, Chloe’s Revenge

Pit Bulls in a Skirt

The Killer Poet

Malone, Mikal
2012, c2008, URBAN MALONE
In one of D.C.’s deadliest projects, there are four women who are
the girlfriends of the drug kingpins known as the Emerald City
Squad, but things fall apart when two of the Squad are killed and
one member is caught cheating.

Tiphani 			
2012, c2009, URBAN TIPHANI
When she gets a new sugar daddy, Chloe, hell-bent on revenge,
goes after her sister Oshlyn and her sister’s boyfriend Brooklyn,
threatening to destroy them both if they don’t see things her way.

Yoshe
		
c2012, URBAN YOSHE
When Prince Poet Washington, a young man trying to survive the
streets, goes above and beyond to protect his family, which results
in shocking revelations, Poet is forced to make a deadly choice that
could cost many lives, including his own.

